Music and Visual Arts Study Group Seminar
Saturday 4th June 2011
Keynes Room, Birkbeck History of Art and Screen Media, University of London
10.30 a.m - 3.30 p.m.

MUSIC AND LANDSCAPE

As part of its role in exploring the diverse links between music and the visual arts, the next seminar of the Royal Music Association Music and Visual Arts Study Group takes the theme of Music and Landscape. We will be examining the dialectical relations between representation and music as they are played out in landscape; landscape and the compelling and ambiguous relations between temporality and space; landscape and perception.

We are delighted to welcome guest-speaker Professor Julian Johnson, Royal Holloway, University of London, who has written widely on music and modernism, nature and landscape in music, and convergent ideas in the visual arts. Professor Johnson will be joined by Dr. Daniel Grimley, University of Oxford, whose interests include landscape and the composers of northern Europe. Programme details will be announced shortly.

Organised by Dr. Diane Silverthorne (Birkbeck Department of History of Art and Screen Media, School of Arts) with Professor Simon Shaw-Miller, for the RMA Visual Arts Group.

If you would like to take part, please contact d.silverthorne@bbk.ac.uk